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NOTATION

Reciprocal of von Karman constant

Friction reduction function

Function defined in Equation (2)

Constant defined in Equation (1)

Frictional drag coefficient of plate

Uniform polymer concentration (parts per million by

weight)

Concentration of polymer at injection

Local polymer concentration

Polymer concentration at wall

Pipe diameter

Frictional drag of one side of plate of length x

Self-preservation velocity function defined in

Equation (1)

Polymer length scale

Defined in Equation (22)

Integral defined by Equation (27)

Self-preservation concentration function defined in

Equation (22)

Injected volume flow rate per unit of plate width

Reynolds number based on plate length

Reynolds number based on momentum thickness

Free-stream velocity past flat plate or average

velocity at pipe centerline

Pipe discharge velocity

Mean velocity in x-direction

Friction velocity

Distance measured along plate from leading edge

Injection location

iii
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Location of start of self-preserving concentration
profiles (x. > xi)

Distance measured normal to plate

Nondimensional y

Constant defined above Equation (4)

Constant defined above Equation (22)

Constant defined above Equation (4)

Constant defined above Equation (22)

6 6 -E 6(x)

6 - ex - 0(x)x

Boundary layer thickness

Momentum thickness

Solvent kinematic viscosity

Solvent mass density

ax U/uX T Local resistance parameter

S= T T (x)
x

Wall shear stress

Subscript and Superscript

Evaluated for polymer solution

Evaluated for pure solvent

Evaluated for uniform polymer concentration

Length quantity nondimensionalized on u and v ,
as in k* E u /v x  o

T O
x

y

y y/6
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ABSTRACT

A method is developed for prediction of frictional drag
reduction in high Reynolds number flows past smooth flat
plates with polymer injection near the leading edge. Nu-
merical results are given for water-Polyox WSR 301 solutions
with either uniform concentration or injection.

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

The work described in this paper was carried out at the Department

of Hydromechanics of the Naval Ship Research and Development Center (NSRDC),

and sponsored by the Naval Ship Systems Command (NAVSHIPS). Funding was

under Subproject SF 35421003, Task 01710.

INTRODUCTION

The principal aim of the work reported here develops a method for

analytical prediction of frictional drag reduction of smooth flat plates

with polymer injection near the leading edge. The drag-reducing properties

of certain dilute polymer solutions in turbulent flow are well known and

previous studies ' 2 have treated the less practical problem of plate drag

in polymer solutions of uniform concentration. The additional complication

in injection problems is to account for polymer dilution in the turbulent

boundary layer because local skin friction reduction appears to be

strongly dependent on local polymer concentration at or near the wall.3

The treatment of the polymer injection problem presented here

represents a straightforward extension of Granville's comprehensive formu-

lation of the uniform polymer concentration problem.l For completeness,

derivations of pertinent uniform concentration results are briefly out-

lined, along with some critical remarks on the several assumptions made.

The velocity similarity laws carry over from the uniform to the nonuniform

concentration case as a result of assuming that there is a local effective

polymer concentration which is taken to be the local wall concentration.

IReferences are listed on page 23.
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The dete-rmination of polymer dilution downstream of injection is based on

the crucial assumption of self-preservation of concentration profiles, a

notion first introduced to polymer problems by Fabula and Burns.4 Through-

out the development, which is restricted to high Reynolds number flows, the

consistent approximation is made that terms of 0 (1/a), where a E U/u is

the local resistance parameter, may be neglected in comparison to terms of

0(1). Use of this approximation leads to relatively concise formulas which

appear to offer conceptual and computational advantages when compared to

similar work undertaken concurrently and independently by Granville.
5

Computational methods are outlined which are suitable for hand cal-

culation of frictional drag reduction of smooth flat plates in both uni-

form polymer concentration and polymer injection cases. In order to

illustrate the methods, drag calculations have been performed for water

solutions of Polyox WSR 301, one of the most effective drag-reducing poly-

mers currently available. While the results of these calculations form an

important part of this paper, their accuracy and significance are critically

dependent on the experimentally determined values of the friction reduction

function AB which have been used. Considerable additional fundamental ex-

perimental work is required to adequately "describe" AB for polymer so-

lutions. At present, AB is a kind of unknown "black box" containing all the

friction-reducing information for a given polymer solution, but it gives no

information on the mechanism involved. Its virtue is that it permits

development of a turbulent boundary layer theory which is a simple extension

of that for ordinary Newtonian fluids.

UNIFORM POLYMER CONCENTRATION

VELOCITY SIMILARITY LAWS

Of the numerous works published on smooth wall turbulent boundary

layers in dilute polymer solutions of uniform concentration, perhaps the

most carefully argued theoretical analysis is that given by Granville.
1

His work may be viewed as a generalization of earlier Newtonian boundary

layer theory based on dimensional analysis methods. As before, the

boundary layer mean velocity profile is divided into three major regions:

(1) a thin laminar sublayer where viscous effects dominate; (2) an inner

transitional turbulent region, where both viscous and inertial effects are

1 111 r I I II I I _ I I II I -



important and the effect of polymer is paramount; and (3) an outer turbu-

lent region where inertial effects dominate and polymer effects are

functionally unimportant. For the inner region, the polymer effect appears

as a mean velocity dependence on polymer concentration by weight c and one

(or more) polymer length scale(s) R. As in the case of Newtonian turbu-

lent boundary layers, for sufficiently high Reynolds numbers the inner and

outer mean velocity profiles are assumed to coincide over some finite

distance normal to the wall.

From such a picture, Granville deduces that the usual form of

velocity defect law holds in the outer region

-u = f(y) - A In y- + B2 - h(y) (1)
T

that the law of the wall in the overlapping part of the inner region is

given by

- = A In y* + B1(9*,c) (2)
T

and that when the overlapping region exists

ao - - A In 6* + Bl(Z*,c) + B2 (3)
T

In the above the usual definitions apply, with y - y/6. A starred quantity

is nondimensionalized by friction velocity u E fo/po and solvent vis-

cosity vo, e.g., 6* = 6u /o. For pipe flow, 6 = D/2 is the pipe radius

and U the mean velocity at the pipe centerline. For flat plate flow,

6 _ 6x is the boundary layer thickness and U the free-stream velocity.

The momentum thickness 6 may be calculated to a high order of approximation

by assuming that the velocity defect law, Equation (1), holds across the

entire boundary layer. Then

U OSwhere - dy

where

irm ~l~i~-~-~~-Y-~~Y-L*U..~a-4-'"^~--~c--eru~~I~**rarr
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Alternatively, one may write

6 v o aR U 6* a 1- (4)

where

6* = exp a - B1(R*,c) - B2 1 (5)

as follows from Equation (3).

The similarity laws given above are identical to those for a New-

tonian fluid, except that B1 is no longer a universal constant but depends

on £* and c. The constants A and B2 are respectively the reciprocal of

the von Karmgn constant, and the outer law constant appropriate to a

particular flow boundary for a Newtonian fluid. The constancy of A and B2
has been essentially verified by pipe flow velocity measurements for a

variety of dilute polymer solutions. For a particular type of polymer

solution, B1 (,*,c) is assumed to be a universal function which is inde-

pendent of any particular flow boundary and must be determined by experi-

ment. This assumption has never been verified experimentally, but it is

fully analogous to the Newtonian fluid result, where B1 has been experi-

mentally shown to be a universal constant independent of flow boundary.

DETERMINATION OF AB

Perhaps the simplest experimental evaluation of B1 (9,*,c) is via

the usual pipe flow measurements, making use of Equation (3) and the high

order approximation a ~ O/u + const, where 0 is pipe discharge velocity.

If Equation (3) is separately evaluated for pipe flow of a given Newtonian

solvent (subscript s) and solvent-polymer combination (subscript p), it

follows by subtraction that the "difference Bl," AB - B1 - B1 , is given

by p s

I I I I I I II I I I I



AB(k*,c) = p s + A n - -  (6)
Tp p

From measurements of pipe discharge velocity and pressure drop, which is

simply related to u , AB may then be calculated from Equation (6). If

,/ is assumed to be a constant independent of temperature for a given

p
type of polymer solution, then AB should theoretically correlate with u

and c. In fact, most of the available pipe data indicate that AB does P

correlate reasonably well with uT and c if the pipe Reynolds number and

p 9-11
radius (i.e., boundary layer thickness) are sufficiently large. Since

k is physically undefined and vo is strongly dependent on temperature,
p

further experiments over a wider range of temperatures than previously

used are required to definitively establish that AB correlates with u .

For a fixed temperature, no distinctions can be made. The theo- P

retical dependence of AB on £* - u T/vo is of course not unique, and the

theory could easily be altered to accommodate a different nondimensional

dependence on u without introducing any significant changes in subsequent

theoretical deductions.

The boundary layer thickness effect on AB mentioned above can not

be considered resolved. For many polymer-solvent types, additional care-

fully conducted experiments are required for a greater range of pipe

diameters, polymer concentrations, and higher wall shear stresses than

previously tried. A rough theoretical treatment of the extent of the pipe

diameter-Reynolds number effect may be found in Granville's discussion of

minimum pipe required for the logarithmic law of the wall,1 Equation (2).

For the high wall shear stresses to be considered here, the only

experimental data available for calculation of AB for water-Polyox WSR 301

solutions are those obtained by Fabula in 1965.12 His data were obtained

in a smooth pipe of 1-cm diameter at temperatures in the range 73-82 F

for polymer concentrations up to 66 ppm. Using Equation (6), AB has been

evaluated from these data and is plotted in Figure 1 as a function of wall

shear stress T0 for constant values of concentration. Figure 2 shows a

r luaw~rra~~~~1(-sl
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cross-plot for constant values of shear stress. It will be assumed here

as a working hypothesis that the pipe diameter effect on AB is negligible

and that AB correlates with I and c. (Correlation with T is roughly

equivalent to correlation with u since po varies little with temperature.)

These assumptions are certainly questionable, but there appears to be

little or no rational basis for doing otherwise.

It can not be emphasized too strongly that the greatest uncertainty

in any calculation of drag reduction for polymer solutions arises from

uncertainty about the values of AB used. This is vividly illustrated by

Fabula's2 plots of different AB values for Polyox WSR 301 at low shear

stresses experimentally determined by Virk,8 Fabula,12 and Goren.13 Some

but not all of the uncertainty arises from possible diameter and temperature

effects. Other reasons for uncertainty arise from the molecular variability

of different batches of ostensibly the same polymer, different polymer

handling and mixing methods which result in unknown polymer degradation,

different mechanical degradation of polymer coils dependent on pipe length

to measurement sections, and the quality of equipment used and the care

with which the AB experiments are carried out.

FLAT PLATE FRICTIONAL DRAG

In the case of two-dimensional flow of polymer solution parallel

to a flat plate, shear stress and momentum thickness are related by the

equation

d
x -2

- a (7)
dx x

This is the usual result obtained by integration of the momentum

equations, use of the continuity equation, and neglect of the normal

Reynolds stresses and streamwise variation in direct stress. The

frictional drag coefficient CFx of one side of the plate up to distance x

from the leading edge is then given by

Sx 2 J -2 Rex
C 2 x dx = 2R (8)

F 2 x Rx 1/2p x x
o o

u~wu.~----- - ---'--'~I- -Yrua~------------------ I~
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which together with Equation (4) implies

CFx R- X X
x 2 ca

a)

x

(9)

Substitution into Equation (3) leads to the following relation between CF
and a

x

In Rx CF= ix - B1(£*,c) + In 2ao 1 - - (10)

To determine CFx, an additional equation relating CFx and ax must

be obtained. Following Granville, integration of Equation (7) by

parts gives

2
x x 0

x

d ox  d
- 2 3R O x  dx

0
o

or, equivalently, making use of Equations (4) and (8),

2a2 2 o
- x

Fx x x

x o )

0 x 

C do ,
X dx

dx"

Substitution of Equation (5) for 6x, and another integration by parts

eventually leads to

1 o
2 2 ( 2 ct

CFx x x( B R

XY

x

6 ax 1
A+B d B

Sdx"
xc

Now, if for convenience, one takes B1 = B1 (kn £*, kn c), it follows that

for the case of uniform concentration

d B1  1

dx a
B1 do

aln %* dx

(11)

, I i n llil M I i ,U I,11 M .i
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Substitution into the integral of Equation (11), use of Equation (5), and

repeated integration by parts results in

-= a - 2A a + 2A nA + + terms of 0 and higherC F x x In +x)*n hig
x x x

For high Reynolds number flows, R E Ux/vo > 10 , A/a << 1 and normally

1/oxn n BI/D In k*n << i, so that one obtains the high order approxi-

mation

2 2
- - 2A a (12)C x x

F

Alternatively

x u " + A (13)

x x

which upon substitution into Equation (10) finally gives an equation for

CF

in Rx CFx [ - Bl (kx*,c) + const (14)

Equations (12) to (14), which hold only for polymer solutions of

uniform concentration, are identical in form to those for a Newtonian

fluid. These equations show that in the case of uniform concentration, to

a high degree of approximation, the frictional drag reduction is controlled

only by the value of B1 (Z*,c) at the trailing edge. Changes in B1 along

the length of the plate caused by changes in shear stress (kx*), have

negligible effect on drag. This is a key result and permits a major simpli-

fication of the computation of drag.

A convenient scheme for calculation of plate frictional drag in

uniform polymer solution may be obtained as follows. If Equation (14) is

separately evaluated for flat plate flow of a given Newtonian solvent

I ~--- ~Cl~i ~*"- l~-1--~wB~ix



(subscript s) and solvent-polymer combination (subscript p), it follows

by subtraction and rearrangement that

r CFx sx s CFx)sS{ I1  + A In (CF)1(Li*) , c (15)

Similarly, from Equation (13), it is easily shown that

Us u. ux ) s  (CFx)p
p (u) (F) (16)

U (U x)p (CF)s

when terms of O( 7)and higher are neglected. Substitution into the

Reynolds number quotient of Equation (15) gives

2 CFxs x s CFx )s

C F ) -1 + A In (CFp AB[(a*) , c (17)

CFxs F CFx p jx CFx p x p

where x* x ux u /v. Now, (CF)s is a known function of (R)x s. Thus for

fixed values of x and v (i.e., x = x = x, vo = = = ), and specified
o p s p o o

Us, (CFx)s is known, and (ux)s may be determined from Equation (13).

Setting (u) =(x) u = u , Equation (17) reduces to

S(-1) + A In C = AB - Ux , (18)

where

C F')A
( ) x, v .u = const

CFx)p x

For the known ( CF X s and experimentally determined values of AB, this

equation is easily solved for 5, from which (CFx)P follows. The correspond-

ing (R) p follows from Equation (16) and is given by

ii II I I rl r I rll ~I Irr,



(Rxp = (Rx)s (19)

Calculations of (CF)P and (R) were carried out according to the

above scheme for salt water solutions of Polyox WSR 301 over the range of

friction velocities and concentrations for which AB data are shown in

Figures 1 and 2. The value of A was taken to be 2.39, and a reference

temperature of 59 F was used. The results are shown in Figure 3 for plate

lengths of 10, 100, and 400 ft. The zero concentration CFx versus Rx

curve was obtained from the tabulation given in Reference 14. For each

plate length and all nonzero concentrations but the highest, (CFx) is

seen to increase with increasing R . This is a direct result of the fact
x

that AB decreases with increasing friction velocity for the range of

friction velocities covered in Figure 1. At sufficiently high Reynolds

numbers (and friction velocities), the (CFx) curves will presumably

intersect the CF3s curve, yielding no drag reduction.

The percentage reductions in frictional drag may be easily computed

as a function of concentration from the curves shown in Figure 3. The

results are plotted in Figure 4 for the three plate lengths at flow speeds

of 20, 30, and 40 knots. For the range of variables considered, it is

seen that the percentage drag reduction (1) increases with increasing con-

centration, apparently reaching a maximum at some concentration greater

than 30 ppm, dependent on length and speed; (2) decreases with increasing

speed, up to concentrations of about 70 ppm; and (3) decreases as the

length increases from 10 to 100 ft and remains the same for greater

lengths. At the higher speeds and at concentrations less than about

30 ppm, the length effect is generally small.

POLYMER INJECTION (NONUNIFORM CONCENTRATION)

VELOCITY SIMILARITY LAWS

The velocity similarity laws for uniform polymer concentration,

Equations (1) and (2), may be rederived for the case of nonuniform concen-

tration by making the additional assumption that there is an effective

polymer concentration c e(x) independent of distance from the wall. The

same similarity laws still hold, taking B1=B1, (Zx*,cex). Since the

-- --- - 0 110IMINIY1I1II- I
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presence of polymer directly affects only the law of the wall, Equation

(2), it will be assumed that cex = c, where c is the concentration at

the wall. This assumption is consistent with experiments on polymer in-

jection at the centerline of a pipe, which indicate that wall shear stress

reduction does not occur until polymer diffuses into the wall region.3  It

follows from this assumption that Equations (1) through (11), derived for

uniform polymer concentration, are also valid for nonuniform concentration

when B1 is given by B1 = B1 (kx*,Cx). In principle then, it remains only

to determine the variation of polymer concentration along the wall.

A simple but interesting result follows from the above assumptions.

For a given speed U and given polymer type, the frictional drag of a flat

plate depends only on the values of wall shear stress k * or a and wallx x
concentration cx at the trailing edge; the drag is independent of whether

the concentration is uniform or nonuniform upstream of the trailing edge.

This result follows immediately from Equation (10), which is valid for

both uniform and nonuniform concentrations when one takes B1 = B1 (z *,cx).

Generally of course, two plates traveling at speed U, one with uniform

concentration and the other with nonuniform concentration, can have equal

trailing edge shear stresses and wall concentrations (and drags) only if

their lengths are different. This is physically obvious since the drag-

reducing parameter AB is strongly dependent on concentration, and it also

follows from the constraints which will be imposed by Equations (31)

through (36).

POLYMER DILUTION

If polymer solution is injected into a flat plate turbulent

boundary layer from a line source located in the plate at x = xi, the

existing turbulent motions will rapidly distribute polymer throughout the

boundary layer. As a result, the concentration of polymer near the wall

can be expected to decrease with increasing distance downstream of the

injection location, and drag predictions must account for this variable

concentration. For steady, two-dimensional flow of incompressible dilute

polymer solutions with negligible molecular diffusion, polymer concen-

tration is governed by its mass balance equation, which when integrated

ir. ir~i~~l~~- "c"-( ~ - -------" -- IW~LW 3sr*XLnarar)*~U"I~~~""~L -~~~~~~~~



gives

Qi c = fu(x,y) c(xy) dy (20)

0

independent of x. Qi and ci are respectively the injected volume flow

rate per unit plate width and the injected polymer concentration. Equation

(20) will be assumed to hold for turbulent boundary layers, taking u and c

as mean values. As argued by Fabula and Burns, negligible error is intro-

duced by this assumption if the fluctuations of u and c are small compared

to their mean values. 4

For sufficiently large distances downstream of the injection location,
say x > xj > x., it might be expected that the polymer plume will more than

fill the boundary layer and that the concentration profiles will have a

self-preserving form given by

c(x,y) = c p(y) , x > x. (21)

where c = c(x,o). Using earlier diffusion studies by Poreh and Cermak,15

Fabula and Burns were the first to introduce the notion of self-preservation

of concentration profiles in polymer injection problems. They found that

an exponential representation for p(y) yielded good correlation of polymer

concentrations measured by Wetzel and Ripkenl6 in a channel boundary

layer. As in the case of uniform polymer concentration, it is to be ex-

pected that the velocity defect law, Equation (1), holds across most of

the boundary layer. Thus, for the self-preserving region, substitution of

Equations (1) and (21) into (20) gives the high order approximation

Qi c . = a, U 6 c 1i , x > x.( x

where

1

al p(y) dy1 p(y) f(y) dy
0 0
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and c E c(x,o). Equivalently, one may writex

M. -----Qi C 6 * c 1 -- , x > x. (22)1 a 1 0 x x xi1 i O X XX

which is the final form of the equation governing polymer concentration at

the wall for the self-preserving region.

No such simple picture emerges for the intermediate mixing region

xi < x < x, where the polymer plume is rapidly thickening to fill the

boundary layer immediately following injection. In an effort to carry

over the idea of self-preservation to this intermediate region, the most

one might expect is that

c(x,y) = c g , x. < x < x.

where y is normalized on some characteristic plume thickness A(x) rather

than on the boundary layer thickness 6(x). Alternatively, setting m(x) E

X(x)/6(x), one may write

c(x,y) = c g (( x < x < x. (23)
x i - - 3

To be consistent with Equation (21) m(x) must be constant for x > x..

Such a representation has been found adequate for all but the initial part

of the intermediate region when a passive material is injected into a

turbulent boundary layer. 14

If Equation (23) is assumed to also hold for nonpassive polymer in-

jection, it is easily seen that the wall concentration in the intermediate

region is governed by an equation of the same form as (22), except that al
and 81 are now functions of x. The main problem then would be to specify

m(x). It is unlikely that an m(x) determined for passive material in-

jection would be appropriate for polymer injection, since generally the

introduction of polymer will significantly alter the boundary layer in the

intermediate region. The form of m(x) will also depend on the injection

method and location on a body.
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For high Reynolds number flows, if attention is restricted to the

case of polymer injection near the leading edge where the boundary layer

is turbulent and thin, the length of the intermediate region may be ex-

pected to be small compared to the body length. In this case small error

will be introduced in the calculation of frictional drag by assuming that

no intermediate region exists and that the self-preserving concentration

region begins immediately upon injection (i.e., x. = x.). After further

justification, this assumption will eventually be made here. For the time

being, we proceed without the assumption.

FLAT PLATE FRICTIONAL DRAG

As in the case of uniform concentration, two equations are available

to relate CFx and ox, namely Equations (10) and (11). If for convenience

one takes B1 = B1 (In kx*,ln Cx), it follows that

0 , x < x.
d B 1 9 B1  d o B 1 d c

1 1 x 1 x
dx a 3 In * dx c 3 In c dx x > xx x x x

which may be used to evaluate the integral on the right side of Equation

(11). But, as noted in the case of uniform concentration, the variation

of B1 with shear stress (i.e., x*) gives a negligible contribution to the

equation, so that to a high degree of approximation one may take

0 , x < x.

d B 1  B 1  d c x

dx Cx a In x d ' x> i(24)

Substitution of Equations (4) and (24) into Equation (11) and neglect of

higher order terms readily leads to

x , 2 2 B d c
2 -2Aa x x 1 x
Cx 2A ox 6 J cx in c dx dx + (25)

x X.

where
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S J 6 , a , B d c x2 x x I x
* J c a In c dx dx

x x.
1

is the polymer contribution to the integral in the intermediate mixing

region.

By use of Equation (22), which gives the wall concentration in the

self-preserving region, Equation (25) reduces to

2 2
- - 2 x(A-P) + (26)

where

X

1 c x dx (27)
S2 x n c dx
xj X

If c is assumed to decrease monotonically with increasing x, as seems

physically reasonable, cx may be taken as the independent variable in the

Sintegral, so that

Cij 1 a B1
= c d c (28)x 2 D In c x

c x x
X

Alternatively, if B1 is an analytic function of cx, then repeated inte-

gration by parts of (27) yields the series result

m m

= m c(29)

In c , xj n x1 x xj

For polymer injection near the leading edge, with xj/x << 1, we

expect that c x/Cxj << 1. If B1 /a Zn c does not vary greatly with c and

P*, it then follows from Equation (28) or (29) that the major polymer
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contribution to the P integral occurs towards the trailing edge of the

plate. That this is true for Polyox solutions is demonstrated in Figure 5,

which shows 1/c 2  B1/ In c versus c, for To in the range 700 to

1300 dynes/cm. (Figure 5 is derived from Figure 2.) If the above result

is qualitatively extended to the intermediate mixing region, for x./x << 1
1

and (x.-xi)/x << one expects that will be small relative to the other

terms appearing in Equation (26). Subject to the restrictions outlined

above, it will be assumed that x. = x. so that = 0. Then, by Equations

(26) and (28)

2 2
C C - 2 a (A -i) (30)

or alternatively

x + (A -) (31)

where
c
x.

c 1 1 dc (32)x 2 in c x"
c c xc x *x Z

x

Substitution of Equation (31) into (10) finally gives the drag equation

n CFx R) . - 1  *,c) -] + const (33)

which differs from the uniform concentration case, Equation (14), only by

the I integral. To the same order of approximation, the wall concentration

is governed by

Qi c. C F  Rx
1 x c x xx x. (34)M. -- x x 11 a IV0 2 a

which follows from Equations (22) and (9). For given cx and T0  (i.e.,x o
) x

kx ) , P may be evaluated from (32) provided c. can be specified.
1
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To determine cx., it is first noted that when Equation (34) is
1i

evaluated at x = x., one obtains the following relation between c and
I x.

1

x.
1

CF Rx)
X. S

M. ~~a c (35)1 2 a x. x.
O 1 1

where (CF Rx. ) is given the subscript s since the frictional drag for
X. 1

1

x < x. is due to flow of pure solvent. A second relation between c and
- 1 X.

* , namely
1

exp [ax. - B c - B 2  - 1 )
I A 1 1 x x 2 2 a 0a

follows from Equations (5) and (9). Since this expression also holds for

pure solvent (subscript s), division by the corresponding solvent equation

gives

1 * oxi )s
exp { . - (a) - AB , c)

1 IS 1 1 O

x
Xi

from which one obtains the high order approximation

a - (a i) AB (~ , ci) (36)
x.x . x. xi s 1 1

Equations (35) and (36) may be used to solve for c and a noting that
* X. x.
k = R /a where R = ZU/vo.
x. , x.
1 1

The above completes development of the determination of flat plate

frictional drag with polymer injection, subject to the requirement of a

vanishingly small intermediate mixing region (i.e., & = o). For specified

o, x, x, Mi , B1 (£*, c) and a number of constants, Equations (31) through

(36) may in principle be solved for cx, ax, cx, , and CF . In practice,
1 x

20
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it is more convenient to take x and M. as unknowns and to preassign ox and

ex, making use of uniform concentration results. Such a computational

scheme will now be outlined.

Consider a given type of polymer solution with vo and B1 (£*,c)

specified. For flat plate flow of the polymer solution at uniform concen-

tration (subscript u), Ox and CF may be calculated for given Uu, Xu
u x

u
and cu using the method already outlined. In the case of polymer injection

(no subscript) at specified xi, we wish to find the plate length x and

polymer supply rate M. such that U = Uu, a = c , and c = c . (In
U

general x / x .) Now since a = a and c = c , it follows from Equation
u

(10), which holds for both uniform and nonuniform concentrations, that

C R = CF  R . M. may then be calculated from Equation (34), and aF x F X 1 x.

u
and c from Equations (35) and (36). With c determined, the Y integral

Xi X.
1 1

from Equation (32) may be evaluated, and CF follows from Equation (30).
x

The plate length x for polymer injection then follows from the known value

of CF R . Repetition of the calculations for various xu and trailing

edge concentrations cx readily yields curves of CFx and M. as functions of

U, x, xi., and c.

To illustrate the method outlined above, calculations have been

performed for injection of Polyox WSR 301 into salt water at 59 F flowing

past a flat plate. The particular case considered was x = 200 ft,

x.i = 10 ft, U = 30 knots, and an injected concentration c = 2000 ppm.

Values used for the constants appearing in the various equations have been

taken from References 1 and 4: A = 2.39, B = 6.64, 1 = 5.17, al/ 0 =

0.1603. In the calculations, AB information was obtained from Figures 1,

2, and 5. The required uniform concentration input was taken from Figure

4, and zero concentration input from Reference 14. The final results for

polymer injection are plotted in Figures 6 and 7 as a function of trailing

edge polymer concentration cx at the plate surface. Percentage frictional

drag reductions (compared to water) are shown in Figure 6 along with the
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comparable results from Figure 4 for uniform concentration. Figure 7 gives

the corresponding polymer supply rates Qi and self-preserving wall concen-

trations c at the injector location x..
1i
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